MICHIGAN JUDGE ALLOWS RELEASE OF DOMINION VOTING SYSTEM AUDIT
DEMONSTRATING ASTOUNDING 68% ERROR RATE IN VOTE CALCULATIONS
Giuliani: Report shows intentional manipulation of votes by Dominion voting systems, resulting
in massive error rates that denied Voters’ intended vote, and yielded a false vote total on which
state legislative leaders in swing states cannot lawfully rely to approve Electors today
Washington, DC/December 14, 2020 – This morning, hours in advance of state legislatures
meeting to approve the selection of presidential electors, Judge Kevin Elsenheimer of the 13th
Circuit Court of Michigan authorized the release a forensic audit of voting machines at the heart
of a lawsuit, William Bailey v. Antrim County, Michigan. The 68% error rates for vote
calculations by the Dominion systems are astoundingly outside the Federal Election Committee
requirements that election systems must have an error rate no larger than 0.0008%.

In his hearing, Judge Elsenheimer authorized the release of the cyber forensics report on
Dominion Voting Systems election systems when he stated, “I’m going to allow the release of
the report or any other matters that I’ve discussed this morning.”

In response to this major development, former New York City Mayor and attorney to President
Trump, Rudolph Giuliani, said:
“The findings in Antrim County, where the error rate was a mind-blowing 68%, the ballot
rejection rate was 82%, and software security records and adjudication files were missing, in
violation of state and federal laws, are nothing short of mind-blowing. The evidence of fraud is
undisputable.
“The records for security changes, adjudication processes, and systems files that would show
remote internet access to the voting systems, were found to be missing from the Antrim County
systems. Such information is in place for previous election years, but not for 2020, violation of
Michigan state law MCL 168.811 requiring retention of voting records for 22 months. Election
software is certified for the entire state, and thus, the error rates and rejection rates of Antrim
County’s software, can be expected to be replicated across all Dominion machines throughout
Michigan as they should be running the exact same software systems.
“Further to hiding the true vote count from the Michigan votes, Secretary of State Jocelyn
Benson issued a directive on December 1, 2020, for all County Clerks in Michigan to destroy the
evidence of voting processes by deleting electronic voting data and records by December 8,
2020. We now know what evidence they are seeking to destroy – massive movement and
miscounting of Michigan citizens’ votes – and that they are doing so in violation of state law.
“These results prove what we have said all along about the management of the ballot fraud

perpetrated through these Dominion voting machines: that these machines were intentionally
manipulated to move votes, deny voters their desired election choices, and, ultimately, though
national use of these corrupted systems, achieve a victory for Joe Biden.
“This certainly requires state leaders to halt any further approval of presidential electors until all
of these machines have been seized for auditing and analysis. This new revelation makes it clear
that the vote count being presented now by the democrats in Michigan constitutes an
intentionally false and misleading representation of the final vote tally. The Electors simply
cannot be certified based on these demonstrably false vote counts.
“The results are expected to be the same in major cities across the swing states, as we have now
proven in Antrim County, MI, thanks to the prudent decision by Judge Elsenheimer to allow the
release of the audit today.”
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